


Who are we ?

We are one of the leading nightlife and talent agencies in Vietnam 

and Asia. It is our passion to bring good music, good parties and 

good times to everyone.
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Who are we ?



We cover markets all over Japan and expand to Asia.
From 2020, we are planning to expand our service to
Taiwan, Korea, and Los Angeles.

POINT:
・Sharing the bookings between Japan and Asia 
  (suggesting an Asian tour)
・Exchange with local DJs and Clubs
・Mutual cooperation for customer referral and promotions
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We are handling all over Tokyo & Asia



International Talent

We are your one stop for all 
international talents. From booking to 
all logistic – related issues, from DJs 
to live acts,
 we have your back

Media & Marketing

We always support our clients with 
media & marketing on various digital 
channels with high reach and 
interactions.

Go Worldwide

We have successfully brought many 
venues of our clients to go beyond 
their countries. To get acknowledged 
worldwid

We are the number one agency
for night life



We provide attractive events for DJs and management, such as exchange events with fans, promotion support on SNS, 
initiatives with embassies in various countries, and support with companies.

We signed a Japanese licensee of Global Gathering, which was long loved in the UK, and held a club festival in 2015. We 
also have a partnership with the Dutch Embassy to promote proactively cultural exchange between Japan and the 
Netherlands.

We are an exclusive booker of Music Circus Festival in Osaka, and also engage bookings for WOMB and ageHa which are 
the leading clubs in Asia.

We have invited more than 30% of overseas DJs who come to Japan.

Why AI AGENT?

We hold a wide range of events from 500 to 3,000 people. In addition, we hold events for minors, offer many proposals 
unique to Japan, and have been highly evaluated by overseas DJs.
We are proud to have great feedbacks.

Why AI AGENT ?



We host a special party in the residence of Dutch Embassy. 
In cooperation with the Dutch government, we organized an event to invite many Dutch DJs to the embassy.

We are proud to be one of the best clients to experience Japanese culture and invite foreign companies and guests.

Nederland Festival



EDM & Trance & Bass music are probably the hardest to

 promote in Japan, not to mention the community is very small. 

Despite many difficulties, we successfully organised over 10 

trance and dubstep events around Japan and many to come.

We are the leading 
EDM & trance & bass 
music promoter in Japan



EDM & Trance & Bass music are probably the hardest to

150 30
ARTIST VENUS & FESTIVALS

We have worked with over 150 
Electronic artist from all over the 

world. Some worth mentioned 
names such as Don Diablo, 

Kyaoz, Mark Knight, Dave Clake, 
Dash berlin. Darren emerson ect..

250
EVENTS

Total number of events that we did 
are over 300 by now. The first 
year, we only did 30 events. It 

increased to 100 on the second 
year and 100 for the third year

Our list of clients are getting 
longer everyday. We had a chance 
to work with 30 different venues 

and festivals around Asia.

The trusting numbers











WARP SHINJUKU
1-21-1-B1,  Kabukicho,  Shinjuku-ku,  Tokyo,  Japan

ht tps://warp-shinjuku.jp

TEL :+81-3-6278-9197

2-2-10 SHINKIBA ,  Koto-ku,  Tokyo,  Japan

ht tp://w w w.ageha.com

TEL :+81-3-5534-2525

AGEHA

2-16 Maruyama-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, Japan

https://www.womb.co.jp

TEL:+81-3-5459 0039

WOMB

Support Club & Festival



UMEDA PL A Z A Bld 8F,  8 -17 Taiyuji ,  K ita-ku OSAK A ,  Japan

ht tps://clubpiccadilly. jp

TEL :+81-6-6809-5895

CLUB PICCADILLY

MUSIC CIRCUS
Rinkuminamihama,  Sennan-shi ,  Osaka,  Japan

ht tps://music-circus. jp

Support Club & Festival



Contact

INTERNATIONAL TOURING COORDINATORAI AGENT CO.,LTD.
18 Kanda sakecho chiyoda-ku Tokyo Japan 

TEL :  +81-3-5962-7708

ht tp://ht tp://w w w.ai-agent .net/

info@ai-agent.net

CEO
MASA TOKUNAGA
tokunaga@ai-agent.net

ryotaro.kawano@gmail.com
TARO KAWANO

ALEXIS SATO
alexis@ai-agent.net

natsukialba@gmail.com
ALBA NATSUKI

ERIKO HAYASHI
eriko@ai-agent.net

SEIKA YOSHIOKA
seikayoshioka@gmail.com

BOOKING COORDINATOR


